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Executive Summary 

In 1941 the Naval Ammunitions Depot was created for the production, testing, and storage of 
Military weaponry. The Installation covered a total of 62,463 acres predominantly in Martin 
County. During the ensuing years the name has changed to Naval Support Activity (NSA) Crane 
and the missions performed on the installation have evolved to include over 10 different 
commands. What today is called the Town of Crane and its infrastructure (streets, sidewalks, 
watermains, fire plugs, wastewater collection) were designed and constructed by the US Navy 
as housing for military and civilian workers during it’s World War II era.  That period of rapid 
growth where poor quality and temporary construction practices were utilized for the Town of 
Crane’s infrastructure has plagued the town since its inception.   

 

Up until 1963 the Navy maintained the Town of Crane’s wastewater treatment and collection 
system. The Navy transferred the wastewater utility to the Town of Crane for management of 
the collection lines. While the town has a bulk purchasing program with NSA Crane for 
treatment of the collected wastewater, the NSA Crane Wastewater Treatment Plant has 
experienced a growing number of discharge incidents due to issues with the Town of Crane’s 
collection system.  NSA Crane initially addressed this by installing a containment pool/basin in 
2011 that will hold the overflow to reduce the amount of flow that the Installation receives. NSA 
Crane remained the only wastewater treatment option for the Town of Crane until the Greene 
County Regional Sewer District was established in 2012 and constructed a wastewater 
treatment plant in 2013, near the Town of Crane.  

 

The Town’s 89 households have worked to update its infrastructure. In 2011 they completed 
improvements to the wastewater collection system and in 2015 storm water improvements were 
made. The Town essentially has a new wastewater system except for the laterals to the homes 
which are the largest contributing factor to the growing number of NSA Crane discharge 
incidents and has resulted in environmental violations. 

 

In February of 2017 the NSA Crane Joint Land Use study was completed for the region. The 
JLUS was the culmination of efforts of the region to look at compatible land uses and growth 
management within and adjacent to NSA Crane. In the Compatibility Assessment portion of the 
study, the shared use of the NSA Crane Wastewater Treatment Plant was identified as a water 
quality/quantity issue for the NSA Crane. 

 
This study gathered information from the nine regional parties involved, their systems and how 
their systems affect the other regional partners. Data was collected from the parties involved 
and presented to the Steering Committee to discuss the information, add context and offer 
additional data points for research. The Steering Committee met to dissect the information, 
analyze the issues and offer potential solutions. An engineering firm familiar with the region’s 
issues and the parties involved was utilized to offer suggestions and recommendations that 
benefit the individual parties as well as the region. The Steering Committee evaluated each 
solution for merit, impact and sustainability. This methodology was chosen because the best 
option may require political capital, aligning of organizational values, and consensus building 
over and beyond just looking at the environmental or engineering impacts of the options.   

 

The overall goal of the Steering Committee Members involved in this study is to move the 
wastewater treatment from NSA Crane to the Greene County Regional Sewer District. The 
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OLDCC provided a grant to develop and adopt a multi-jurisdiction and agency plan to transition 
the Town of Crane wastewater conveyance system from the NSA Crane Wastewater Treatment 
Plant to the Greene County Regional Sewer District (GCRSD) Wastewater Treatment Plant. 
This plan, once executed, will reduce the NSA Crane discharge events and environmental 
violations during significant rain events and increase the capacity available for future mission 
changes. 
 

The Steering Committee members convened four times for a series of planning meetings during 
2021 and 2022. Each meeting had a specific purpose to achieving consensus. The first meeting 
focused on establishing trust, identifying decision makers and identifying issues around the 
project. The 37 issues identified covered a variety of topics from infrastructure faults, Town of 
Crane management systems, Greene County Regional Sewer District management systems, 
cost current and future, current and future resourcing and impact to NSA Crane mission 
capabilities. Meeting two was used to review Management System Options and how the 
systems would be operated in the future. Meeting three was utilized to review funding options 
and create consensus on funding options. Meeting four was utilized to review the plan and 
implement the plan adoption strategy.  

 

Bynum Fanyo & Associates Engineering estimates were provided to address the issues 
identified. For the plan to work and offer Greene County Regional Sewer District comfort in 
taking on the Town’s waste 100% of the laterals will need to be replaced on the Town to 
eliminate the Inflow and Infiltration. That way the Greene County Regional Sewer District will 
only treat the waste and not the stormwater in the Town from rain gutters, laundry, or open 
laterals. Once the laterals are completed a new lift station will need to be constructed to change 
the direction of waste flow from towards NSA Crane’s treatment plant to flow towards the 
Greene County Regional Sewer District treatment plant. The total project cost of completing 
both the lateral and Lift Station project is estimated at $2,010,450.  

 

Successive planning meetings were held to develop consensus on solutions to management 
systems issues surrounding the future operation and engineering cost estimates. The Steering 
Committee members reviewed nine different resourcing options.  Resourcing for transitions of 
municipality wastewater systems typically break into four categories: Local, Organizational, 
State and Federal. An options matrix was developed to assist in evaluating options against each 
other.  

 

The Steering committee worked to develop a set of decision parameters to prioritize the 
resourcing options to achieve the goal of moving the wastewater treatment from NSA Crane to 
the Greene County Regional Sewer District as the way forward. The steering committee 
presented the findings to the Town of Crane, NSA Crane, Greene County Regional Sewer 
District, Martin County Commissioners and Greene County Commissioners for approval. The 
final conclusions and recommendations are subject to funding and policy changes within the 
organizations but represent the most accurate and feasible path forward for all involved. 
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Reason For the Wastewater Feasibility 
Study 

In February of 2017, the NSA Crane Joint Land Use (JLUS) study was completed for the region. 

The JLUS was the culmination of efforts of the region to look at compatible land uses and 

growth management within and adjacent to the active NSA Crane Military installation. In the 

JLUS Compatibility Assessment the shared Use of the NSA Crane Wastewater Treatment Plant 

was outlined as a Water Quality/Quantity issue for the NSA Crane. The below strategies were 

developed.  

 

 

 

(NSA Crane Joint Land Use Study -- Joint Land Use Study Report (wrmcalliance.com) 

 

This Wastewater Feasibility study is a direct result of the strategies outlined in the NSA Joint 

Land Use Study. 

 

The proposed project has a general theme of sustainability. The study seeks to create options 

and strategies that will allow for sustainability for all parties involved. With the ultimate goal of 

creating a plan where the outcomes are agreeable to each party, where the logical next steps 

are understood by all, and where each party gains a benefit from the actions of the other 

parties.  

 

Primary Parties Involved: 

1. Town of Crane -The Town of Crane is a small community of 219 residents which 
inherited its Wastewater Collection System from NSA Crane back in 1963. The low 

https://wrmcalliance.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/nsa_crane_jlus_report.pdf
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population and elevated poverty rates in the community create hardships on the 
community to maintain the system through user fees or maintain residents’ individual 
laterals on their property.  

a. Sustainability Element – Need for affordable treatment options. 
 

2. NSA Crane – NSA Crane treats the wastewater produced by the Town of Crane. When 
the Town of Crane’s collection system is not operating optimally the installation has 
overflows on its system which creates permit violations to Indiana Department of 
Environmental Management (IDEM) and lessens the installations capacity for operation 
or expansion on the installation. In addition, the installation has no control of what type of 
pollution or waste can enter its Treatment System through the Town of Crane’s 
collection system.   

a. Sustainability Element – Need to reduce overflow events 
b. Sustainability Element – Need to maintain capacity to expand in the installation 
c. Sustainability Element – Need to assure toxic pollution cannot enter its system 

from outside the installation.  
 

3. Greene County Regional Sewer District – GCRSD was formed in 2012 in order to 
provide wastewater treatment for the Town of Scotland, the WestGate@Crane 
Technology Park and the Town of Crane. Due to deterioration on the Town of Crane’s 
collection system the Town of Crane was never able to be integrated into the newly 
formed GCRSD. GCRSD is willing to treat the waste collected by the Town of Crane, but 
improvements must be made to ensure the issues currently facing NSA Crane do not get 
transferred to the GCRSD.  

a. Sustainability Element – Additional customers add to GCRSD’s ability to maintain 
its current operations without loans or grants.  

 

The following aerial map provides context of the locations of the primary partners.  For security 

purposes the NSA Crane Wastewater Treatment Plant was not photographed and only the West 

entrance to NSA Crane is shown.  
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Participants in Wastewater Feasibility 
Study 

The Regional Partners Involved include: 

NSA Crane (Naval Support Activity Crane) – NSA Crane owns and operates the 

Wastewater treatment plant that services the Town of Crane.  

• Mark Dobbs Community Planning Liaison Office NSA Crane 

• Jeff Nagen Public Affairs Office NSA Crane 

• Trent Osmon – Installation Environmental Division Director 

• Nathan Schulte – Public Works Utilities Division Manager 
 

Greene County Regional Sewer District (GCRSD) – GCRSD is the geographically closest 

and most likely option for wastewater treatment option in the region.  

• Lou Massette – President GCRSD 

• Marvin Abshire - Attorney 

   

Town of Crane – Manages the collection and stormwater utilities in the Town of Crane 

jurisdictional boundaries. Purchases wastewater treatment services from NSA Crane.  

• Ronald Barker – President Town of Crane 

• Linda Willowby – Clerk Treasurer 

• Richard Lorenze - Attorney 

  

 WestGate@Crane Authority – Manages a State-Certified Technology Park adjacent to the 

Town of Crane. They work to develop the park’s infrastructure and build resiliency in the region. 

The Technology Park has over 40 contractors who do work with NSA Crane.   

• John Mensch – Board President 
  

Martin County – County where the NSA Crane and the Town of Crane are located. County has 

responsibility to the health and safety of residents.  

• Martin County Commissioners 
  

Martin County Alliance – Works to develop economic incentives for Martin County and create 

opportunities for commercial and housing development.  

• First participant - Angie Risacher – Executive Director 2021 – April 2022 

• Final participant - Jessica Potts - Executive Director August 2022 
  

Greene County – Supports the Westgate @ Crane Technology Park and GCRSD to allow for 

creation of development opportunities. GCRSD is a component of County Government.  

• Greene County Commissioners  
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Greene County Economic Development Corporation - Works to develop economic 

incentives for Greene County and create opportunities for commercial and housing 

development.  

• Brianne Jerrells - Executive Director 
  

Southern Indiana Development Commission – Regional Planning Commission that helps 

facilitate regional strategies for Daviess, Greene, Lawrence, Knox and Martin Counties. SIDC is 

facilitating the meetings and has relationship with each of the Regional Partners.   

• Greg Jones – Executive Director 

• Jessica Potts – Economic Resiliency Coordinator – 2021 -August 2022 

• Michelle Carrico – Program Manager 
  

Bynum Fanyo & Associates – Lead Engineering firm for the following; 

• Rick Coppock – Senior Project Engineer 

o Greene County Regional Sewer District treatment plant and collection lines.  
o Collection Lines for the Town of Scotland the community directly north of the 

Town of Crane.  
o Town of Crane collection line improvement project 
o Town of Crane stormwater line improvement project 

 

Steering Committee  
Greene County Regional Sewer District – Lou Massette – President GCRSD 

  

Naval Support Activity Crane – Mark Dobbs - Community Planning Liaison Office 

  

Radius Indiana - Matt Craig - Director Crane Community Support 

  

Southern Indiana Development Commission – Greg Jones – Executive Director 

  

Town of Crane – Ronald Barker – President Town of Crane 
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Important Acronyms  

ER – Environmental Review – Process for assembling an environmental review record for use 

in seeking State funding, typically from the Indiana Office of Community and Rural Affairs. 

EHU – Equivalent Housing Unit – EHU’s are used to assess a rate for a residence or business. 

One structure could have multiple EHU’s.  

GCRSD – Greene County Regional Sewer District 

GPD – Gallons Per Day 

I and I – Inflow and Infiltration which references water intrusion on a system. 

JLUS – Joint Land Use Study 

LS – Lift Station 

MGD – Million Gallons Per Day 

NSA Crane – Naval Support Activity Crane – Naval Installation and Host Command; NSA 

Crane has the responsibility of managing and maintaining the infrastructure, environment, and 

facilities on NSA Crane.  

NEPA – National Environmental Policy Act but references a particular environmental review 

process needed when Federal dollars are being spent on a project.  

NPDES – National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System – A type of permit that allows 

discharge into a “water of the United States.” The permit will contain limits on what can be 

discharged, monitoring and reporting requirements, and other provisions to ensure that the 

discharge does not harm water quality or human health.  

OCRA – Indiana Office of Community and Rural Affairs 

OLDCC – Office of Local Defense Community Cooperation 

SIDC – Southern Indiana Development Commission – Regional Planning Organization covering 

Daviess, Greene, Knox, Lawrence, and Martin counties. 

SRF – State of Indiana Revolving Loan Fund 

ToC – Town of Crane 

WWT – Wastewater Treatment 

USDA – United States Department of Agriculture 

USDA-RD - United States Department of Agriculture Office of Rural Development 
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Methodology  

Develop and adopt a multi-jurisdiction and agency plan to transition the Town of Crane 

wastewater conveyance system from the NSA Crane Wastewater Treatment Plant to the 

Greene County Greene County Regional Sewer District Wastewater Treatment Plant. 

This will reduce the NSA Crane environmental violations during significant rain events. 

 

Compatibility between military installations and local communities is essential to preserving 

military mission capability, the health of local economies and industries, and the quality of life for 

residents. The ongoing challenge to protect military activities from encroachment is currently 

one of the military’s greatest concerns. The preservation and sustainment of installations and 

operational flexibility is vital to Indiana and to the nation’s overall military readiness. 

 

The Steering Committee will gather information on the parties involved, their systems and how 

their systems affect the sustainability of the region. Data will be collected from the parties 

involved and presented to the Steering Committee to discuss the information, add context and 

offer additional data points for research. The Steering Committee was brought together through 

informal meetings to dissect the information, analyze the issues and offer potential solutions.  

As part of the Steering Committee an engineering firm, familiar with the region’s issues and the 

parties involved, will be utilized to offer suggestions and recommendations that benefit the 

individual parties as well as the region. Solutions will be offered, and the Steering Committee 

will evaluate each solution for merit, impact and sustainability. This methodology was chosen 

because the best option may require political capital, aligning of organizational values, and 

consensus building over and beyond just looking at the environmental or engineering impacts of 

the options.   
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Timeframe for the Study 

The study began in November 2021 and concluded in October of 2022. The study will span 

approximately 11 months and will conclude with the Town of Crane, Greene County Regional 

Sewer District and NSA Crane adopting the plan.  

 

The Study followed the plan outlined in the chart labeled Project Outline  

Project Outline 

 

 

Meetings of the Steering Committee occurred on the following dates; 

Meeting Dates of the Regional Partners 

Meeting Purpose Date 

1 Issue Identification 11/23/21 

2 Management System Options 02/08/22 

3 Resourcing Analysis 06/21/22 

4 Draft Review 10/11/22 

 

November 2021

Establish Community Team

November 2021-
February 2022

Data Compilation

February – May 
2022

Resource Options

May – October 
2022

Document Plan
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Background  

NSA Crane 
Naval Support Activity (NSA) Crane was founded as a U.S. Navy Installation in 1941, just days 

prior to the attack on Pearl Harbor. The installation quickly became an important part of national 

defense during World War II and continues to be a major source of employment for the region. 

Today, NSA Crane’s focus is to protect our men and women in uniform in the ever-changing 

combat environment of the 21st century. 

 

Most of Martin County had been deforested by the early 1900’s and subsistence farming 

depleted the land in county through the 1920’s. In the 1930’s the US Dept of Agriculture 

purchased 32,000 acres as part of the White River Land Utilization Project which sought to 

reforest the land and create a state park. In 1940 Congress passed the 1st supplemental 

National Defense Appropriation Act which provided $3M for Naval Ammunition Depot Burns 

City, IN at the site of the White River Project to provide support to the Atlantic Fleet.  An 

additional 32,000 acres was purchased to increase the total acreage to 64,000. In 1941 the 

Naval Ammunitions Depot was created for the production, testing, and storage of Military 

weaponry. The Installation covered a total of 62,463 acres in predominantly Martin County. In 

1943 the Naval Ammunition Depot, Burns City was commissioned as Naval Ammunition Depot, 

Crane, in honor of Commodore William Montgomery Crane the first Chief of the Navy Bureau of 

Ordnance. The installation is the third largest naval installation in the world by geographic area 

and employs approximately 6,000 people. While there are over 10 different military commands 

at NSA Crane the two largest Mission Commands are described below.  

 

Crane’s Role Within the Military: Army  

Crane Army Ammunition Activity (CAAA) is where the U.S. Army produces the munitions our 

soldiers will use in combat. Crane Army’s essential role in the military is to store, ship, produce, 

renovate, and demilitarize conventional ammunition, missiles, and related components. Without 

this depot, American soldiers would be severely inhibited in battle. As the Army’s second largest 

ammunition depot in the world, Crane stores approximately 25% of the Department of Defense’s 

conventional munitions. The vast majority of Crane’s 62,000 acres are used for CAAA’s 

production facilities, storage, quality control inspection, testing, demilitarization, engineering, 

logistics support, and repair of weapons, among other functions. 

 

Crane’s Role Within the Military: Navy 

Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane Division (NSWC Crane) is a Naval federal laboratory 

providing National Technical Leadership in the areas of Expeditionary Warfare, Strategic 

Missions, and Electronic Warfare. The Strategic Missions Focus Area encompasses the full 

range of DoD activities that alter an adversary’s will and ability to attack the United States and 

its interests. Electronic Warfare supports any military action using electromagnetic energy to 

control the electromagnetic spectrum or attack an adversary. Expeditionary Warfare supports 

military forces engaged in Special Operations, Irregular Warfare and Riverine Operations. 

NSWC Crane plays a vital role in combating threats to our National Security by enabling a rapid, 
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agile and iterative approach from development to end of the lifecycle, ensuring a strong 

connection with the Fleet.  

 

Town of Crane 
The Town of Crane was founded in 1940 and originally known as Burns City Ammunition Depot. 

The Town was a result of the lack of available workforce housing to support the war efforts 

between 1940 and 1950. The Depot set up 100 trailers as family housing units and started a 

housing project that was ready in 1943. In all, over 600 dwellings opened in 1942. The military 

installed utilities and infrastructure (streets, sidewalks, watermains, fire plugs) utilized for military 

personnel or workers on the Installation. The units were so poorly constructed (Frontier Style) 

that many workers would not rent the facility, and many were demolished by 1954. This period 

of rapid growth where poor quality and temporary construction practices were utilized for the 

units has plagued the Town ever since its inception.   

 

Up until 1963 the military maintained the Town of Crane’s wastewater treatment and collection 

system. In 1963 the Military transferred the wastewater utility to the Town of Crane for 

management of the collection lines. The Town of Crane established a bulk purchasing program 

with NSA Crane for treatment of the collected wastewater. The Town of Crane is a functioning 

town government with three elected Town Council Members and an elected Clerk Treasurer.  

➢ http://www.tmnews.com/stories/1999/06/25/archive.284646.tms – Burns City becomes home to 

new Navy depot – Times-Mail – 25 June 1999 – Bill Schrader 
➢ “A Good Neighbor – The First Fifty Years At Crane” – Robert L. Reid & Thomas E. Rodgers – 

Historic Indiana Project – University of Southern Indiana, Evansville - 1991  

 

Town of Crane Wastewater Treatment and Collection 
NSA Crane treats the Town of Crane’s wastewater, and the Town maintains the collection lines. 

The collection lines were updated in 2011. The laterals have not been updated since they were 

established. Laterals are pipes that run from the street collection main to the house and are 

typically owned by the resident. When the laterals were established for the residents of Crane, 

multiple residences would be on a single lateral. The Installation could do this because they 

owned the properties, but the properties have since been turned over to the residents who 

maintain the laterals. Those multiple locations would then connect to the main collection line. 

When a problem or clog develops on the system a new lateral would be created and it is unsure 

how the abandoned laterals have been addressed in the past. There has been evidence of 

erosion and sink holes and the Town has found instances where the lateral lines have been 

open to the system allowing rainwater to enter the collection system.  

 

NSA Crane remained the only wastewater treatment option for the Town of Crane until the 

Greene County Regional Sewer District was established in 2012 and constructed a 50,000 

gallon wastewater treatment plant in 2012/2013, one half mile from the Town of Crane.  

 

Despite the small number of users and budget ($54,646 annually 2 year average 2020/2021) 

budget the Town has completed updates to its system. Tow major projects were completed a 

sewer collection project in 2011 for $619,798.68 which replace the collection lines and a 

stormwater project in 2015 at a cost of $598,130 developed new stormwater drainage. The 

http://www.tmnews.com/stories/1999/06/25/archive.284646.tms
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Town has utilized Disaster recovery and Indiana Office of Community and Rural Affairs funding 

to complete those projects. The laterals have always been an issue but have never been able to 

be addressed because of grant funding programs that do not allow work to be completed on 

residents' property.  

 

The turnover in Board members and not having a consistent operator has the Town in a 

predicament where it has no idea the number of laterals that are on the system and if there are 

open laterals contributing to the overflows at NSA Crane’s treatment facility. The Town needs to 

clear up the lateral issues in the Town in order to be considered for transfer of its system into 

the Greene County Regional Sewer District. GCRSD would then take over operation of their 

wastewater collection system removing the burden of management to the Town of Crane Board 

and establish a team of Operators for proper maintenance.  

 

NSA Crane Wastewater Treatment / Infrastructure 

NSA Crane wastewater system has experienced discharge incidents due to issues with the 

Town of Crane’s collection system. The Installation’s Lift Station (LS) 17 receives large volumes 

of water due to excessive inflow and infiltration (I&I) from the town. Town of Crane was originally 

constructed in the late 1940s as a “Federal Housing Authority” project to support the installation.  

In the mid-1960s the property was excessed by the Navy and it became a private sector entity. 

When the Town of Crane became private property there was no other sewage treatment 

provider in the area and the town’s flow and treatment remained with the installation.  Portions 

of the wastewater mains that connect to the base system are Navy property and have been 

maintained by the Navy.  The “lateral” lines connected to the private homes and other facilities, 

including town owned main lines, located within the Town of Crane are privately owned.  The 

lateral lines are in poor condition and take in a large amount of rainwater that has overflowed 

LS17 in the past.  By law, the Navy is not allowed to spend Federal funds on the privately 

owned lateral lines.   

 

In 2011 a 100,000-gallon retention bladder was installed by the base adjacent to the lift station 

to collect the excessive I&I coming from the Town of Crane during rain events.  This is part of a 

diversion system consisting of a pump intended to re-direct flow to the bladder during periods of 

excessive flow.  The process requires a base public works department employee to travel to the 

site and engage the pump when excessive flow threatens the capacity of LS17.  The employee 

re-directs the flow from the lift station into the bladder until the threat of overflow passes.  When 

the rain event is over and flow returned to the normal range, the pump is engaged in reverse 

and the wastewater within the bladder is sent back into the system via LS17 to the WWTP for 

treatment. Even with the holding pool the Base still has overflow events at the treatment plant 

and has had 21 events since 2011.  

 

In addition, NSA Crane conducted smoke tests during 2011-2012 timeframe on the Navy owned 

lines and completed several maintenance actions to include pipe lining and miscellaneous 

manhole repairs to ensure no I&I contributions from Navy lines. NSA Crane continually 

maintains and inspects Navy owned lines associated with the Town of Crane and LS17. 

Indiana Department of Environmental Management (IDEM) issued a state regulatory 

enforcement action in July 2019. The Navy has addressed these issues by revising operating 
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procedures for the personnel managing the system. The Base also has had events at their lift 

station as recently January of 2020 where the lift station failed and discharged an estimated 1.5 

MGD. The Town has not been under an agreed order or had other violations because their 

treatment system is controlled by the Base.  

 

The Base is currently working with the EPA on recent inspection violations and compliance 

order actions since December 2021. NSA Crane continues to collaborate with EPA and IDEM to 

assure overflow events are documented and mitigated for the future. NSA Crane has also been 

supportive of Town of Crane initiated improvements over the years including repairs to town 

main lines and storm water infrastructure via State grants during the 2014-2016 timeframe. 

 

The following chart shows the number of overflows on the system for NSA Crane since 2016.  

Date Location Volume (Million 

Gallons) 

Cause 

1/11/20 Lift Station 17 1,500 Received 4” of rain in 48 hours. 

11/30/19 Lift Station 17 100 Influent flow to WWTP exceeded design maximum 

after receiving 2” of rain in 7 hours. 

6/17/19 Lift Station 17 12,000 Power outage. 

2/7/19 Lift Station 17 25,875 Received 2.25” of rain in 24 hours plus 1.2” and 4” of 

snow melt in preceding week. 

11/1/18 Lift Station 17 16,500 Received high volume of rain. 

2/24/18 Lift Station 17 150 Received 1.5” of rain in addition to previous heavy 

rainfall and operator arrived too late after alarm to 

divert flow to retention basin before overflow. 

8/14/16 Lift Station 17 5,625 Overflow of basin during 4.7” rain event. 

7/8/16 Lift Station 17 500 Power outage. 

4/11/16 Lift Station 17 1,000 Precipitation. 
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Sanitary Sewer Utility Ownership Map: 

 

 

NSA Crane has worked with the Town of Crane and regional/state partners for a number of 

years when addressing collaborative planning efforts and concerns with the sanitary sewer 

issues facing the town and historic connection to the Navy system. Since 2015, the base has 

had a dedicated Community Planning Liaison Officer (CPLO) whose duties are to manage the 

installation’s encroachment management program, as well as, provide a single point of contact 

for external engagement and collaboration with neighboring communities and organizations. 

The NSA Crane CPLO has met with Town of Crane representatives, county sewer district 

operators, and regional planning stakeholders on a regular basis over the years to continue to 

provide support for off-base (Non-Navy) Infrastructure projects such as letters of support for 

grants, historic background and documentation of issues. 

 

As part of the process of establishing the baseline data for the necessary repairs to the system, 

NSA Crane is working towards the installation of a flow meter within the system to accurately 

measure the flows arriving at LS17 from the Town of Crane. This will also confirm flow data after 

the I & I repairs ensuring capacity can be taken on the Greene County Sewer District Plant.  

As the base missions continue to grow, areas of available unconstrained land and supporting 

infrastructure has become increasingly critical on base. Completing this project will allow the 
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Town to assist NSA Crane to reduce their overflow events/violations, allow for mission 

protection and utility resiliency, and enhance mission growth opportunities.  

 

Climate Change Impact to Wastewater Systems. 
The fourth annual National Climate Assessment highlighted impacts to the Midwest   

Climate change poses several challenges to transportation and storm water systems in the 

Midwest. Annual precipitation in the Midwest has increased by 5% to 15% from the first half of 

the last century (1901–1960) compared to present day (1986–2015).  Winter and spring 

precipitation are important to flood risk in the Midwest and are projected to increase by up to 

30% by the end of this century. Heavy precipitation events in the Midwest have increased in 

frequency and intensity since 1901 and are projected to increase through this century. 

There is an expected increase in extreme precipitation events that overwhelm storm water, 

sewage systems, disrupt transportation networks, and cause damage to infrastructure and 

property. Runoff from extreme precipitation events can exceed the capacity of storm water 

systems, resulting in property damage, including basement backups. 

➢ https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/chapter/21/ 

 

The EPA’S Assessment for Indiana  

Heavy Precipitation and Flooding Changing the climate is likely to increase the frequency of 

floods in Indiana. Over the last half century, average annual precipitation in most of the Midwest 

has increased by 5 to 10 percent. But rainfall during the four wettest days of the year has 

increased about 35 percent, and the amount of water flowing in most streams during the worst 

flood of the year has increased by more than 20 percent. During the next century, spring rainfall 

and average precipitation are likely to increase, and severe rainstorms are likely to intensify. 

Each of these factors will tend to further increase the risk of flooding.  

 

Indiana Climate Change Impacts for Martin County 

According to the Indiana Climate Change Impacts Assessment, looking specifically at Martin 

County, there is a +16% projected change in spring rainfall. Across the board in Southern 

Indiana the growing season will expand from 186 days to 216 days (INCCIA, Martin County). 

Indiana’s annual rainfall is expected to increase by 8% with much wetter winters & springs 

(INCCIA, Martin County). 

 

This increased precipitation will increase flooding risks and pollute water as combined sewer 

systems overflow and fertilizers run-off of farm fields (INCCIA, Climate Report). Warmer 

summers with the same or less amount of rain will increase stress on drinking water supplies. 

(INCCIA, Climate Report). Increases in extreme precipitation events can result in greater 

contaminant loads from stormwater sewers (INCCIA, Urban Ecosystems Report).  

➢ https://ag.purdue.edu/indianaclimate/wp-

content/uploads/2019/01/ClimateFacts_Martin_01292019_reduced.pdf 

➢ https://ag.purdue.edu/indianaclimate/urban-ecosystems-report/ 

➢ https://ag.purdue.edu/indianaclimate/ 

➢ https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-

09/documents/climate-change-in.pdf 
 

https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/chapter/21/
https://ag.purdue.edu/indianaclimate/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/ClimateFacts_Martin_01292019_reduced.pdf
https://ag.purdue.edu/indianaclimate/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/ClimateFacts_Martin_01292019_reduced.pdf
https://ag.purdue.edu/indianaclimate/urban-ecosystems-report/
https://ag.purdue.edu/indianaclimate/
https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-09/documents/climate-change-in.pdf
https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-09/documents/climate-change-in.pdf
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Issues/Factors 

Metrics 
The Town of Crane estimates its 2022 population to be 219 residents with 89 households. The 

Town is so small that census reporting often overstates the Town’s population, household 

numbers and income. For instance, the population for the community per census is 326 while 

the actual population is 219 (verified through an income survey). The number of households per 

census is 150 while the actual number is 89 (verified through the utility hookups).  

 

The median income for the community is $65,897 per census while the number is much lower. 

According to an income survey conducted in 2015, 63.06% of the residents are low to moderate 

income. This means 139 of the 219 resident households earn 80% of the median income 

$52,717. The thought on why the census is incorrect is adjacent industries to the community 

inflate the census numbers in a positive manner, which often leaves the community struggling to 

qualify for income-based programs or grants that would assist the community.  

 

Town of Crane Wastewater Collection Budgets and Rate 

Structure 
The Town generates on average $54,646 annually (2 year average 2020/2021) for its system. 

They spend on average $51,175 a year on purchasing treatment from NSA Crane. This leaves 

$3,471 a year for maintenance, which does not cover proper maintenance of the system. During 

2020/2021 the Town experienced issues with the way the installation would bill the Town. 

During the COVID pandemic the Town did not receive bills from NSA Crane and the installation 

waited until 2021 to bill the Town. This resulted in the Town only paying $10,371 in 2020 and 

then needing to pay $91,979 in 2021 when they only generated $56,472 in revenue in 2021. 

This made financial accounting for excess revenues in 2020 needed to address 2021’s 

aggregate cost very difficult.  This also affects the Towns ability to petition for additional tax 

revenue because there was unused funds held in their wastewater budget.  

 

The Town has a tiered rate structure which is helpful for low volume water users but problematic 

for generating sufficient maintenance funding or being able to budget month to month.  

 

 Town Rate Structure 

• 1,000 Gallon $35.33 

• 2,000 Gallon $45.88 

• 3,000 Gallon $55.76 

• 4,000 Gallon $63.96 
 

Typical minimum rates for wastewater treatment in the region is $55 but many funding programs 

require rates above $65 to receive assistance. 

  

The Town has a very minimal maintenance budget and addresses problems as they occur.  

Because the reporting for Wastewater systems is based on the capacity of the treatment plant 
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and the number and quantity of discharge events, the Town does not receive state or federal 

penalties for Inflow and Infiltration issues on its system because it only operates the collection 

lines. NSA Crane is directly affected by the I and I issues the Town of Crane experiences and 

the effects of not having proper maintenance and maintenance oversight.  

 

Greene County Regional Sewer District Budget and Rate 

Structure 
GCRSD utilizes Equivalent Housing Units EHU to establish its rate. 1 EHU has a flat fee of $50, 

which is below the average wastewater rate in Indiana. EHU are set through a rate ordinance 

that is based on the number of square feet of the structure.  The State programs have a 

benchmark of $65 to receive any financial assistance. If the GCRSD would assume debt to 

bring the Town of Crane onto its system, the Town of Crane residents would be responsible for 

the repayment of debt. This debt would be added to the $50 EHU rate. In order to pay for the 

entire projected $2,010,000 cost of the migration project, each household's bill would increase 

by $188 a month.   

 

Based on the average of 2020 and 2021 receipts GCRSD collects $75,679 annually and 

expends $63,196 annually with $16,317 (26%) being used for maintenance. GCRSD saves the 

additional revenue generated for future repairs and expansion needs in the future. GCRSD 

plans to establish an asset management plan in the future.  

 

 

GCRSD has a smaller Wastewater treatment plant (50,000 GPD) than NSA Crane (2,100,000 

GPD) and no retainage basin. When rain events occur the excess I and I from the Town of 

Crane would overwhelm its system causing a discharge violation with IDEM.   

 

GCRSD currently does not have IDEM violations on its system and wants to remain in 

compliance. They will not take on the wastewater from the Town of Crane if it jeopardizes its 

system. 
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Issue Identification 

SIDC assembled the Steering Committee four times for a series of meetings during 2021/2022. 

Each meeting had a specific purpose to achieving consensus. The first meeting focused on 

establishing trust, identifying decision makers and identifying issues around the project. The 

second meeting was used to create consensus on administrative issues surrounding the future 

operation if a transition plan could be reached and the preferred option for each Regional 

Partner. The third meeting focused on the identification of funding opportunities and developing 

a strategy forward. The final meeting was to review the draft study and offer suggestions on the 

study proposing adoption. The engineer provided a cost estimate at the first meeting so that all 

parties could plan the discussion around the same financial figure of $1,033,636 for lateral 

improvements and $976,814 for lift station improvements. 

 

Meeting 1 – Issue Identification 

 

The following information is derived from the discussions presented at the 11/23/21 meeting of 

the Steering Committee.  

 

Town of Crane – TOC – Identified Issues 

Town of Crane  Issue Identification 
Issue Additional Information  

Inflow and Infiltration I and I is often discovered at the end of the collection process 
after all the leaks and improper connections collect rainwater 
runoff and deposit that water at the treatment plant. If there are 
excessive flows, there will be evidence of increased flows at the 
treatment plant and possible incidents of discharging excess flow 
bypassing proper treatment, which is a violation with IDEM 
NPDES permits. There have been 5 overflow discharges since 
2018. NSA Crane added a 100,000 gallon detention pond to 
reduce the number of incidents, but the incidents still occur.  

Ghost Laterals Original lateral installation put multiple residences on a single 
lateral. This reduces connections on the main collection lines but 
creates confusion when residents need to update their laterals 
due to breaks or clogs. The installation of the original laterals was 
never mapped and there are multiple laterals on the system that 
are open to I and I. The only way to truly deal with the issue is to 
replace all laterals on the system and abandon the old lateral 
system.  

Lack of Funding  Town of Crane has limited funding due to a low number of users 
(89 users) and many users are low income. The Town generates  
on average $54,646 annually (2 year average) for its system. 
They spend on average $51,175 a year on purchasing 
wastewater treatment. This leaves $3,471 (6% of budget) a year 
for maintenance which does not cover proper maintenance of the 
system.  
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Cultural Resistance 
Degree of fear 

The Town fears change and turning over its collection system 
would remove control of rates and maintenance on its system.  

Rate structure on a tired 
system 

 

Town Rate Structure 

• 1,000 Gallon $35.33 

• 2,000 Gallon $45.88 

• 3,000 Gallon $55.76 

• 4,000 Gallon $63.96 
The rate structure does not collect enough revenue to properly 
maintain their system. Part of the issue is a portion of users only 
utilize 1,000 or 2,000 gallons of water, which means the collected 
revenue does not cover the maintenance cost of that user. Typical 
minimum rates for the region are $55 but the Town’s tiered 
system that charges rates below $55 means the Town will never 
have the revenue to maintain its system.  

Right of entry  

 

In order to perform work on residences laterals a right of entry will 
need to be collected from residents since the laterals are not in 
the Town’s right of way.  

Bulk purchase from 
Installation 

 

NSA Crane utilizes Mid-Atlantic Naval Facilities to determine the 
rate for the Town of Crane. The rate is not set to actual costs but 
averaged costs across multiple military installations. This means 
the rate is held low for the Town and sets an unrealistic 
expectation of what actual rates would need to be to maintain a 
system. Billing can also be inconsistent from the Mid-Atlantic 
Naval Facility making budgeting difficult.  

Billing capacity 

 

The Town has one employee for billing and no safeguards if that 
employee is unable to handle billing.  

No operator  

 

The Town does not have an operator working to maintain its 
system or establish maintenance plans. 

No Plan The Town has no plans for scheduled maintenance. Breaks are 
repaired, as they occur, no other planning is done.  

Reliant on Grants The system deteriorates until the only option to fix the system is a 
large grant. Once fixed, the Town cannot maintain the system. 
The system is deteriorating until another large grant is needed to 
fix the system. This is a perpetual cycle that cannot be sustained 
as grants become more difficult to receive and costs exceed grant 
maximums.  

Rate Structure Concern Town is concerned with giving control to a different entity that will 
set rates based on actual costs.  

Number of issues on the 
system 

The system has issues with lateral and I and I issues that need 
fixed before other wastewater treatment systems will allow the 
Town to utilize their treatment systems.  

System Expansion The Town has no ability to capitalize on increased housing 
demands due to a lack of funds for expanding service and the 
limitations its issues put on NSA Crane. 

Backflow on Streets The system can flood streets due to a backflow on the system.  
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No consequences for 
poor maintenance 

If the Town does a poor job maintaining the system, the 
consequences of its actions affect only NSA Crane. The 
installation ultimately will make the decision to discharge excess 
flow at the treatment plant, which will violate its permits with 
IDEM. The Town receives no penalties even if they are causing 
the issue.  

National Security Illegal dumping of chemicals, oils, paints and medications on the 
Towns collection system affects the treatment plant. The 
treatment plant is needed to satisfy the mission of the US Navy 
and Army. The Town of Crane is a liability on NSA Crane’s 
treatment system.  

 

Greene County Regional Sewer District – GCRSD – Identified 

Issues 

Greene County 
Regional Sewer 
District 

Issue Identification 

Issue Additional Information  

Rate Structure GCRSD has a base rate of $50 for each Equivalent Housing Unit 
EHU. This would remove the tiered system the Town of Crane 
currently uses. While $50 is below the state’s benchmark of $65, 
this may create a number of users in the Town who find it difficult 
to pay the base rate.  

Right of Entry GCRSD does not have access to the Town of Crane’s system 
and when/if the system is transferred legal documentation of the 
easements and right of ways will need to be transferred. 

Fee Difference for In and 
Out of County 

GCRSD has a different rate for In-County treatment ($50) and out 
of County Treatment ($61). Town of Crane is not in Greene 
County. The higher rate was based on additional debt relief 
needed for improvements needed to bring customers outside the 
County onto the system. This was identified as an initial barrier 
but the GCRSD has stated they would not charge a higher rate to 
the Town of Crane if the system was turned over without any 
existing debt.   

Wastewater Capacity GCRSD capacity is 50,000 gallons per day. The average use with 
current customers is 9,000 per day. During rain events the Town 
of Crane is believed to generate well over 50,000 gallons and 
would create more flow than the GCRSD can treat. This would 
make GCRSD out of compliance with IDEM.  

Inflow and infiltration 
from Crane Village 

GCRSD has a smaller Wastewater treatment plant (50,000 GPD) 
than NSA Crane and no retainage basin. When rain events occur 
the excess I and I would overwhelm its system causing a 
discharge violation with IDEM.   
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IDEM violations  GCRSD currently does not have IDEM violations on its system 
and wants to remain in compliance. It will not take on the 
wastewater from the Town of Crane if it jeopardizes their system.  

Will only accept new or 
updated systems 

Town of Crane must update both the laterals and the lift station 
before the GCRSD will allow the transfer of maintenance, 
treatment and ownership of the Town of Crane’s collection 
system.   

 

 

 

 

NSA Crane  – Identified Issues 

NSA Crane  Issue Identification 
Issue Additional Information  

Inflow and infiltration 
from Crane Village 

NSA Crane has a 2.1MG capacity wastewater treatment plant and 
a catch basin that will hold 100,000 gallons. When rain events 
occur the excess I and I can overwhelm its system causing a 
discharge violation with IDEM. There have only been 5 violations 
in the past 5 years but as the installation expands with new 
missions there will be increased demand on the system leading to 
new violations. Removing the Town of Crane from its system 
would be advantageous to NSA Crane’s current and future 
missions.    

IDEM violations  NSA Crane currently does not have IDEM violations on its 
system. The latest Notice of Violation from IDEM was July of 
2019.   

EPA Clean Water Act 
and is negotiating 
compliance orders 

NSA Crane is currently under a compliance order with the US 
EPA Clean Water Act (initiated December 2021) and will need to 
make modifications to its treatment system to become in 
compliance.  

Historic overflows 9 overflows since 2016, 21 overflows since 2011 

Containment basin - The Installation has 100,000 containment basin that was 
constructed in 2011 that is used to slow the amount of runoff the 
installation receives from the Town of Crane. The Basin catches 
the runoff servicing lift station (#17) and then disburses the runoff 
to be treated at the treatment plant when the system is not 
overloaded.  

Installation does not 
need to convert 
containment bladder  

If Town of Crane is removed from the NSA Crane system the 
containment basin serves no additional service for the installation. 
NSA Crane will determine the need for the Basin in the future.  

Easement transfers will 
be needed for 
conversion 

NSA Crane will need to convert easements currently held on its 
system to the GCRSD for areas outside NSA Crane’s gates. 
Timing can be an issue with any property or easement transfers 
with a government agency.  

Base rate structure 
comes from Naval 

Base rate structure comes from Naval Facilities Engineering 
Systems Command (NAVFAC) - Mid-Atlantic which uses an 
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Facilities Engineering 
Systems Command 
(NAVFAC) - Mid-Atlantic.  

average fee based on multiple Bases under their jurisdiction. The 
belief is the Town of Crane's rates have been held below market 
rate because of the rate structure with Mid-Atlantic Naval 
Facilities. There is a sense the fees would be more expensive in 
the open market for the Town of Crane. This leads to an 
unrealistic rate structure for the Town.  

Base building and growth 
of employment 

NSA Crane has initiatives that will enhance the military value of 
the installation and create additional demand on the Wastewater 
treatment facility. Many of the decisions for growth are based on 
strategic Military Planning performed at a National Level but the 
available land and community encroachment on the installation 
play a role. 

Installation may have 
capacity issues in the 
future but currently does 
not.  

The WWTP Average Daily Flow is .496MGD and the design 
capacity is 2.1MGD. Even with 1.6 in additional capacity NSA 
Crane has had 9 overflow events since 2016.  

Environmental 
compliance issues.   

 

Overflow events makes the installation out of compliance with the 
NEPA permits and have the potential to damage the environment 

Overflow Issue for the 
past 2 years 

The Overflow issues have been less frequent with the addition of 
the retainage Basin and stormwater and wastewater 
improvements made through Grants to the Town of Crane.  Total 
of 5 overflows since 2018. 

Awareness of 
maintenance issues 

The installation is subject to any deficiencies on the Town of 
Crane's system including I and I issues and illegal dumping on the 
system. The installation has no recourse for requiring the Town of 
Crane to update its system.  
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Engineering Estimates 

The Town of Crane and the Greene County Regional Sewer District utilize the same 

engineering firm, Bynum Fanyo and Associates Inc. Bynum Fanyo developed the GCRSD 

treatment system, collection service lines and maintains the operation, which includes testing, 

permitting and maintenance on the system. Bynum Fanyo has worked on two projects for the 

Town of Crane to update its wastewater collection lines and update the Town of Crane 

stormwater system. Bynum Fanyo has the most specialized knowledge of each of the entities 

capacities, operation and future needs and is best suited to oversee merging the two systems. 

Bynum Fanyo developed cost estimates based on 2022 analysis of materials, labor, inspection, 

and engineering.  

 

Planning Area 
Location 
The Town of Crane is located in northwest Martin County and is bordered by Daviess County to 

the west and Greene County to the north.  The Town is surrounded on the south and east by 

NSA Crane, which is the largest employer in the area.  The north boundary is primarily a 

commercial development, which includes local storm water detention facilities and contributes 

minimal drainage into the Town. 

 

A map showing the project area is provided.   

 

Town of Crane Geographic Boundaries 

IndianaMap Map Viewer | IndianaMap 

NSA Crane 

Town of Crane 

 

Technology Park 
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https://www.indianamap.org/apps/indianamap-map-viewer-1/explore
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Environmental Resources Present 
The areas proposed to be disturbed by the project do not include any significant environmental 

resources.  Most of the new storm sewer and drainage work will occur within existing public 

rights of ways, easements, and/or previously disturbed areas.  The lateral work will require a 

right of entry from the resident to complete the work. There are no known wetlands, flood plains, 

or historical sites which would be impacted as part of the proposed project.  A USGS Quad map 

of the area is provided. A Wetlands Inventory map is included.  In researching the floodplain 

information for the project area, it was determined that the Town of Crane has not been mapped 

by the Flood Insurance Rate Maps and therefore floodplain information is not available.  

However, based on historical information, the Town is not subject to flooding from any natural 

streams or waterways. 

 

FEMA's National Flood Hazard Layer (NFHL) Viewer (arcgis.com) 

https://hazards-fema.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=8b0adb51996444d4879338b5529aa9cd
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Wetland Inventory Map - IndianaMAP 

The Dark green areas are potential wetlands. As shown by the map there are no wetlands in the 

Town of Crane.  

 

Growth Areas and Population Trends 
The proposed lateral and lift station improvements are to be constructed within previously 

developed areas.  The population trend within Martin County has been stagnant changing from 

10,369 in 1990 to 10,334 in 2010 to 10,327 in 2020.  Assuming this trend continues, it is not 

anticipated that any significant population growth will occur within the project area over the next 

20 years. 

 

Condition of Existing Facilities 

Existing System 

Thanks to two Federal Grants the Town of Crane has updated stormwater systems and 

wastewater system. The Laterals have never been addressed or updated since they were 

turned over to the Town in 1964.  

 

Wastewater 

In 2011 the Town received an Office of Community and Rural Affairs grant to update the 

wastewater collection system. The entire Town was completed with a new collection system. 

After completing the project, NSA Crane still had I and I issues from the Town and sought to 

replace and make improvements to the stormwater system to remove additional I and I issues 

on the system. The waste is collected and gravity flow to the Southeast part of town where it 

collects at NSA Crane lift Station number #. From the lift station the waste is pumped northeast 

https://maps.indiana.edu/index.html
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to the NSA Crane Wastewater Treatment Plant. If there are excessive flows then a 100,000 

gallon retention pond will collect and hold waste from the Town until the system is able to 

process the waste.  

 

Stormwater 

The topography of the town generally causes storm water runoff to drain from north to south and 

east to south.  A series of open ditches and large storm pipes carry storm water from the west 

side of town (C.R. 1400 East), through the middle of town, to the southeast corner, then due 

south toward S.R. 558.  Infrastructure was installed that included a large capacity storm sewer 

within the street pavement and right of way, then south along the property line of 105 S. Earle 

St. with outlet into the existing open ditch downstream of the existing 48” (modified to 24”) storm 

pipe headwall.  The existing inlets on Earle St. were tied into the new storm sewer.  Any 

bypassed flow is diverted at the east Town limit near NSA Crane. 

 

A second pipe and ditch system runs along the east side of the Town and collects storm water 

runoff from approximately 110 acres of off-site farmland and wooded land northeast of the town 

limits. This system is located on land owned by the federal government as part of the NSA 

Crane and is not under the jurisdiction of the Town of Crane.  New Culverts and pipes were 

installed to collect and transfer water appropriately through the system. 

 

The remainder of the storm water collection system within the Town consists of a series of inlets 

and storm pipes (12” to 18” in size) located primarily at street intersections and some back 

yards which all outlet into one of the two open ditch systems described above.  While some of 

these pipe systems require cleaning and minor maintenance, they appear to drain properly and 

are considered to be adequate to handle the Town’s drainage needs.  

 

In 2015 the Town received an Office of Community and Rural Affairs grant to update the 

stormwater system. By completing the stormwater improvements in 2015 and the wastewater 

collection improvements in 2011 the Town essentially had a new system except for the laterals 

to the homes which are still the largest contributing factor to I and I on the system.   

 

Laterals 

Laterals are typically 4 inch pipes that run from the collection mains to the home. Ideally each 

home would have its own lateral. This allows for clear delineation of responsibilities for the Town 

and homeowner when breaks or collapses occur on the system. The Town of Crane has 89 

housing units and each lateral on the system is not mapped or known. Also due to the way 

laterals were installed back in the 1940s-1960s multiple homes could be on the same lateral.  

 

Lift Stations 

Lift Stations is a pumping station that moves wastewater from a lower elevation to a higher 

elevation. The benefit of using a lift station in a sewage collection system is that it saves a 

substantial amount of money in excavation costs, which involves digging for sewer pipes. Sewer 

pipes live underground, and digging trenches is costly. Installing a wastewater lift station at 

certain points in a gravity pipeline system saves on front-end construction costs without 

sacrificing efficiency or functionality. They play an integral role in moving sewage to 
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a wastewater treatment plant. The designed wastewater collection for the Town of Crane utilizes 

gravity from Northwest to the Southeast where a lift station sends the waste further east to the 

NSA Crane Wastewater Treatment Plant. Reversing the Lift Station to send the waste to the 

GCRSD is the most cost-effective method and allows the use of the current wastewater 

collection system and works with the topography.   

 

Proposed Project 

Overall Goal 

The overall goal of the parties involved is to move the wastewater treatment from the NSA 

Crane to the Greene County Regional Sewer District. GCRSD is willing to accept the Town of 

Crane's approximate 8-11k GPD of wastewater. GCRSD has 50k GPD in design capacity and 

currently only utilizes 8-9k per day. GCRSD is well within operating standards to treat the Town 

of Crane's waste. The difficulty is when rain events happen the Town’s system is inundated with 

water flows that repeatedly fill NSA Crane’s 100k Gallon Stormwater Basin and have caused 

discharges. If the Town were to utilize the GCRSD in its current condition the Wastewater 

treatment plant would have a NPDES violation with as little as a half inch (.05) of rain. Martin 

County receives 38 inches of rain annually. Climate in Martin County, Indiana (bestplaces.net) 

 

Laterals 

Through the process of elimination, I and I have been removed from the Town of Crane’s 

system on the existing stormwater system and in the collection mains. The only part of the 

system which has not been updated is the laterals. For the plan to work and offer GCRSD 

comfort in taking on the Town’s waste 100% of the laterals will need to be replaced on the Town 

to eliminate the I and I. That way the GCRSD will only treat the waste and not the stormwater in 

the Town from rain gutters, laundry, or open laterals. Once the laterals are completed a new lift 

station will be constructed to change the direction of waste flow from Northwest to Southeast to 

NSA Crane’s treatment plant to flows from Southeast to Northwest to the GCRSD treatment 

plant.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://htt.io/how-wastewater-treatment-plants-work/
https://www.bestplaces.net/climate/county/indiana/martin
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Engineering estimates the cost of the Lateral project to be $1,033,636.95. The estimate includes 

mobilization, construction, surveying, site control, engineering, inspection and all aspects of the 

project. The cost estimates used include prevailing wages.  

 

  

Town of Crane Sanitary Lateral Project 

Engineer's Estimate 

February 2, 2022 

  
  Engineer's Estimate 

Item Description     Unit Total 

  Quantity Units Price Amount 

Mobilization / Demobilization 1 LS $32,500.00  $32,500.00 

4" SDR 35 PVC Pipe 7839 LFT $55.00  $431,145.00 

6" SDR 35 PVC Pipe 2036 LFT $85.00  $173,060.00 

Sanitary Sewer Main Connection 7 EACH $5,750.00  $40,250.00 

Sanitary Sewer Clean-outs 251 EA $350.00  $87,850.00 

Concrete Sidewalk- 3' to 4' Wide 93 LFT $225.00  $20,925.00 

Mulch Seeding 1 LS $5,500.00  $5,500.00 

Monolithic Curb and Sidewalk 60 LFT $225.00  $13,500.00 

Pavement Patch- Asphalt 232 SYD $175.00  $40,600.00 

Pavement Patch-Concrete Drive 24 SYD $225.00  $5,400.00 

        

    Subtotal $850,730.00 

Total Construction Cost Estimate $850,730.00 

Engineering, Surveying and Right of Entry/Easement Descriptions $97,833.95 

Construction Inspection $85,073.00 

Total Construction Cost Estimate $1,033,636.95 
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Lift Station 

Once the laterals are completed a new lift station can be constructed to change the direction of 

waste flow from Northwest to Southeast to NSA Crane treatment plant to flows from Southeast 

to Northwest to the GCRSD treatment plant. Ideally these projects will be done at the same time 

but may require phasing due to funding availability.  

 

Bynum Fanyo & Associates Engineering estimates the cost of the Lift Station project to be 

$976,814.63. The estimate includes mobilization, construction, surveying, site control, 

engineering, inspection and all aspects of the project. The cost estimates used include 

prevailing wages.  

 

 

  

Town of Crane 

Lift Station and Force Main Connection to Greene County 

Engineer's Estimate 

Feb-22 

    Unit Total 

Description Quantity Units Price Amount 

       

Mobilization / Demobilization 1 LS $40,000.00  $40,000.00 

8" SDR 35 PVC Pipe 1000 LFT $130.00  $130,000.00 

Connect to Existing Manhole  3 EA $4,500.00  $13,500.00 

Connect to Existing Force Main 2 EA $5,200.00  $10,400.00 

4 Ft. Sanitary Manhole 3 EA $5,500.00  $16,500.00 

Street Resurfacing- 110#/SYD 175 Ton $225.00  $39,375.00 

Pavement Patch 316 SYS $175.00  $55,300.00 

Mulch Seeding 1 LS $4,200.00  $4,200.00 

Erosion Control - Silt Fence / Rip Rap 1 LS $6,500.00  $6,500.00 

Traffic Control 1 LS $5,200.00  $5,200.00 

Dewatering 1 LS $65,000.00  $65,000.00 

Air Relief Valves 1 Each $8,500.00  $8,500.00 

4 " Sanitary Force Main 3200 LFT $55.00  $176,000.00 

Lift Station & Valve Vault 1 Each $205,000.00  $205,000.00 

Rock Excavation 25 CYS $300.00  $7,500.00 

   Total $782,975.00 

Total Construction Costs $782,975.00  

Design Analysis/Engineering, Surveying & Permitting $115,542.13 

Construction Inspection $78,297.50  

Total Project Costs $976,814.63  
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Sequencing 

The proposed Lateral project must be completed first and the lift station second. If funding is 

available, then the projects could be completed at the same time. Doing the Lift Station first 

would result in the Lift Station being dormant until the Lateral project was finished due to the 

unwillingness of the GCRSD to take the waste from the Town of Crane until the Laterals are 

replaced. The total project cost of completing both the lateral and Lift Station project is 

$2,010,450.  
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Management System Preferences - 
Meeting 2  

The following information is derived from the discussions presented at the 2/8/22 meeting to 

discuss Management System Preferences from the interested parties. The Management 

System Preference meeting deliberated on what agency should perform Meter Reading, Billing, 

Maintenance and Operation. The parties involved discussed the current process and the 

desired process upon the completion of the proposed projects. The results of the meeting are 

presented below.  

 

Meter Reading  
Current Meter Reading 

• GCRSD – Based on Equivalent Housing Units and each EHU has a flat fee of $50. 
Larger structures may be assessed multiple EHU’s to determine the rate. For instance, a 
hotel on the system has 23 EHU’s (Ordinance is in Appendix).  

• GCRSD – Collects usage from individual homes that are currently on its system 

• ToC – Eastern Heights Water Utility supplies the water usage for individual homes in 
ToC, water usage is used to estimate the sewer cost for each home. 

• ToC – Collects usage from individual homes 

• NSA Crane – Aggregated reading for all of ToC. Toc pays one bill for wastewater 
treatment to the NSA Crane. 

 

Proposed Meter reading 

• Town of Crane will turn over operation of the Meter Reading to the GCRSD. GCRSD 
utilizes EHU so the need for meter reading will be removed. An initial evaluation of each 
home will be made on how many EHU each resident will be charged. This will simplify 
billing rather than needing to have staff evaluate each residence for water usage to 
establish charges.  The Town of Crane will no longer do bulk purchasing for wastewater 
treatment from NSA Crane.  

 

Billing  
Current Billing Process  

• GCRSD – Based on Water usage on Equivalent Housing Unit which factors size of the 
buildings. 1 EHU has a $50.00 rate. Individual flows are not collected.  

• GCRSD – Utilizes EHU.  

• ToC – Based on Water usage 

• ToC – Collects for individual Homes 

• NSA Crane – Aggregated reading for all of ToC 
 

Proposed Billing Process 

• Town of Crane will turn over operation of the billing procedures to the GCRSD. GCRSD 
has the capacity and staff to perform the billing and will follow current procedures of 
using EHU’s for each residence in the Town of Crane. The Town of Crane will no longer 
do bulk purchasing for wastewater treatment. If the GCRSD takes on additional debt to 
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complete the proposed project the debt repayment will be the responsibility of the rate 
payers from the Town of Crane and will be added to the base EHU rate. 

 
 

Maintenance and Operation 
Current Maintenance Process 

• GCRSD – Utilizes independent operator for maintenance and reporting. 

• GCRSD – Utilizes certified operators and is working to develop an asset management 
plan to help determine the useful life of equipment and infrastructure.  

• ToC – Utilizes Town Council and independent contractors. There is no certified operator 
on its system because the reporting is completed by NSA Crane. There is no reporting 
system for sewer lines so the Town can operate the system without expert oversight.  

• ToC – Does not utilize any replacement or asset type plan to determine useful life of 
equipment and infrastructure.  

 

 Proposed Maintenance Process 

• Town of Crane will turn over asset planning, maintenance and reporting over to the 
GCRSD. GCRSD utilizes asset plans to determine the useful life of equipment and 
infrastructure. GCRSD also uses expert, experienced certified operators to maintain its 
system. This is the best option for long term viability of any improvements made on the 
system.  
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Resource Options and Timeframe – 
Meeting 3 

The following information is derived from the discussions presented at the 6/21/22 meeting to 

discuss Funding Scenarios and competitiveness of funding options. Multiple factors for each 

funding option. The factors considered include the following; 

• Eligibility of Lift Station Projects 

• Eligibility of Lateral Projects 

• Maximum Grant Amounts 

• Loan Amounts – Availability of financing through the agency 

• Local Match Requirements  

• Loan Terms –Maximum loan term 

• Rate Structure – Interest rate 

• Pre-Application Needs – Due dates and Pre-application requirements 

• Preliminary Engineering Report – Type and style of PER 

• Funding – Type of dollars and what services the grant will pay 

• Application – Due dates and Application requirements 

• Rate Minimums – Minimum utility rate to receive grant or loan funding 
 

Potential Resourcing Sources  
Funding resources for Municipality wastewater systems typically fall into four categories; Local, 

Organizational, State and Federal Funding. This section will go through each of the options and 

outline the funding. The following section will go through the conclusions of the Steering 

Committee and recommendations for the region moving forward. The following matrix will assist 

in evaluating programs against each other.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Local Funding

Funding Matrix Bonding
US Rural 

Water 
Radius RLF OCRA SRF USDA RD

OLDCC Military 

Installation 

Sustainability 

Planning

OLDCC Defense 

Community 

Infrastructure Pilot

Eligibility Lift Station Yes yes yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Eligibility Laterals Yes yes yes No Yes - Possibly Yes/Income Based Yes Yes

Grant Amounts 0 Vary 0

700,000 if total 

project over 1M

Vary - Below $45k 

Median Houshold 

Income

Vary Varies 2M-20M

Loan Amounts 2% of NAV 200,000 250,000 No Loan

Vary - Buys rates down 

to $65 (subject to 

change)

Vary No Loan No Loan

Local Match 0 0 0 20% required Required Required

Below 100,000 

in population 

no match -30% 

typical

Below 100,000 in 

population no 

match -30% 

typical

Loan Terms 20 years 10 years 10 years No Loan 20 Years 40 Years No Loan No Loan

Rate Structure ~ 3.5-5% ~ 3% ~ 3.5-5%

No Loan - Can 

combine with SRF, 

USDA, Rural Water or 

bonding

~ 2.5-3% ~ 2.5-3% No Loan No Loan

Pre Application
Bond Council and 

Rate Accountant

Cost estimates and 

plans

Cost estimates and 

plans

PER, ER, Local Match, 

Income Survey

Submit PER for 

Ranking, ER, Local 

Match, Income Review

PER, ER, Local 

Match, Income 

Review

None 

PER, ER, Local 

Match

PER Style
Cost estimates and 

plans

Cost estimates and 

plans

Cost estimates and 

plans

Cost estimates and 

plans
Full PER Full PER None

Cost estimates 

and plans

Funding
Municipal based on 

User Fees
Organization Organization CDBG - Federal State/Federal is ARPA Federal Federal Federal

Application Ongoing
Ongoing as funds 

are available

Ongoing as funds 

are available

Spring and Fall 

Rounds

Submit PER by April 1st 

to get on State List

Ongoing as funds 

are available

Continuous 

Basis
Annually in June

Rate Minimums none none none

$65 $65 $65

None None

Organizational Funding State Funding Federal Funding
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Local Resources  
Option 1/Self Fund - The Town of Crane funds the project on its own. The Town would need to 

raise rates to cover the cost of the $2,010,450 construction project. This would raise the rates 

for each customer by $188 for a total monthly bill (depending on usage) between $233 and 

$251 a month. This rate would not be feasible for the customers and the loan would more than 

likely default due to a number of nonpaying customers. The mechanism the Town of Crane 

would utilize for raising the funds would be a bond process which would require additional fees 

for Bond Council and Rate accountants to determine Bond capacity. In Indiana no community 

can borrow more than 2% of its Net Assessed Value. 2% of the Net Assessed Value of the 

Town of Crane is $1,182,100 and therefore would not be able to bond for the entire $2,010,450 

project.   

 

Option 2/Resident Funded - The Town of Crane could enact a lateral replacement program 

which is not a viable option. The Lateral Replacement Program would require the resident to 

update and/or replace their laterals and have each line inspected for noncompliant hook-ups, 

broken pipes, material used (PVC vs Vitrified Clay) and separated joints. Lateral Replacement 

Programs rely on the residents ability to pay and typically take 5 years to replace all laterals. 

With 63% of the population considered low to moderate income finding the discretionary funding 

for each resident to implement the program would be difficult. This method requires the Town to 

have advanced inspection service and create incentives and repercussions for replacing the 

lateral. The Town would also need to find a source of funding for the Lift Station project. If the 

Town financed the $976,814 Lift Station project, the rates to the resident would raise rates by 

$91 and (depending on usage) that would mean their rates would be between $126 and $154 a 

month. This rate would not be feasible for the customers and the loan would more than likely 

default due to a number of nonpaying customers. 
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Organizational Resources 
Option 1/Rural Water Loan Fund – The Rural Water Loan Fund (RWLF) is a funding program 

from the National Rural Water Association specifically designed to meet the needs of small 

water and wastewater utilities. The RWLF provides loans for short repair costs, small capitol 

projects, or pre-development costs associated with larger projects. Aspects of the loan are as 

follows: 

• Below market interest rate (currently 3%) 

• Maximum repayment of 10 years 

• Straightforward application process and can process a loan in a few days 

• Loan amounts may not exceed $200,000 or 75% of the total project.  

• No administration fees 

• Eligible to municipalities in communities serving 10,000 people or less.  
 

The Town of Crane is eligible for this loan and has used the loan in the past to create local 

match funding. There is no grant as part of the funding. This funding is best to be used in 

conjunction with additional grant and loan sources when the proposed project exceeds 

$350,000. If the project is less than $350,000 then the loan funds should be used with funds on 

hand or additional loan funds to complete the project.    

https://nrwa.org/members/products-services-portfolio/rural-water-loan-

fund/#:~:text=The%20Rural%20Water%20Loan%20Fund,costs%20associated%20with%20larg

er%20projects.  

 

Option 2/Radius Indiana – Radius Indiana has developed a revolving community quality of life 

and infrastructure improvement loan program. The Radius Revolving Loan Fund provides loans 

for community initiatives, facilities and infrastructure improvements in the Radius Indiana Region 

(Crawford, Daviess, Dubois, Greene, Lawrence, Martin, Orange, and Washington). The 

revolving loan fund was seeded through the USDA and therefore there is only $750,000 of total 

fund available. If the full $750,000 has been loaned prior to an application, the Town would not 

be eligible for funding until repayment of previous loans. The current capacity for a loan is 

$550,000. Aspects of the loan are as follows: 

• Below market interest rate (currently 3.5%) 

• Maximum repayment of 10 years 

• Straightforward application process and can process a loan in 30-60 days 

• Loan amounts may not exceed $250,000.  

• No administration fees 

• Eligible to municipalities in the Radius Indiana Region (communities serving 
10,000 people or less.  

 

The Town of Crane is eligible for this loan and the loan has been used for similar style projects 

in the region.  There is no grant as part of the funding. This funding is best to be used in 

conjunction with additional grant and loan sources when the proposed project exceeds 

$250,000.  

https://radiusindiana.com/resources/  

 

https://nrwa.org/members/products-services-portfolio/rural-water-loan-fund/#:~:text=The%20Rural%20Water%20Loan%20Fund,costs%20associated%20with%20larger%20projects
https://nrwa.org/members/products-services-portfolio/rural-water-loan-fund/#:~:text=The%20Rural%20Water%20Loan%20Fund,costs%20associated%20with%20larger%20projects
https://nrwa.org/members/products-services-portfolio/rural-water-loan-fund/#:~:text=The%20Rural%20Water%20Loan%20Fund,costs%20associated%20with%20larger%20projects
https://radiusindiana.com/resources/
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State Resources  
Option 1/Office of Community and Rural Affairs (OCRA) Construction Grant – OCRA 

administers funds from the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 

Community Development Block (CDBG) Grant Funding. OCRA offers grants for both planning 

and construction for municipal utilities that meet eligibility requirements. Eligibility is typically 

determined by income and there have been no economic changes in the Town of Crane that 

would suggest that the community has had a significant positive economic change to where 

eligibility would be difficult. An income survey would be required to certify the income of the 

Town. OCRA programming can change from year to year for local match and maximum grant 

rates. At the time of this study The Town would be eligible for a $700,000 grant for the Lift 

Station Project only. Laterals are not eligible through OCRA funding. OCRA requires a 20% 

local match requirement for the proposed project.  The aspects of the Grant are as follows: 

• Maximum grant award $700,000 

• 20% Local Match Component (can utilize loan or other federal grants for matching 
funds) 

• Typically offered twice a year 
o Round 1 Proposals due end of April Applications due in July  
o Round 2 Proposals due end of September Applications due in November 

• Requires Proposal and Application 

• Requires Certified Administrator 

• Follow Davis Bacon Rules for construction contracting. 

• Requires State Environmental Review  

• Requires Income Survey 

• Requires a Preliminary Engineering Report 

• Typically takes 18 months from Application to end of Construction 
 

The Town of Crane is eligible for this funding for the Lift Station Project only. The sequencing of 

needed project requires that the Lateral project must be completed before or in conjunction with 

the Lift Station project. If an OCRA grant was used for 700,000 of the $976,814 Lift Station 

project then $276,814 would need to be leveraged locally. If a loan was utilized the Town would 

need to increase rates for each customer by $26 dollars which would increase rates between 

$61 and $89 dollars. The Town would also need to complete the Laterals project in addition to 

an OCRA project for the Lift Station. When GCRSD is ready to assume management and 

ownership of the Town of Crane’s wastewater collection system a rate would be added to 

GCRSD bill to cover the remaining loan.   

https://www.in.gov/ocra/cdbg/wastewater-and-drinking-water-program/  

 

Option 2/Office of Community and Rural Affairs (OCRA) Planning Grant – OCRA offer a 

planning grant for municipal utilities to review current systems and create engineering plans a 

specifications for ongoing maintenance, improvement plans and meeting compliance 

regulations. For single utilities the municipality would be eligible for $40,000 and for multiple 

utilities than they would be eligible for $70,000. The Town has enough engineering 

documentation to be able to bid the project and would only need additional engineering if 

additional expansions were proposed of if a funding agency required additional documentation.  

• Maximum grant award $70,000 

• 20% Local Match Component  

https://www.in.gov/ocra/cdbg/wastewater-and-drinking-water-program/
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• Typically offered twice a year 
o Round 1 Proposals due end of April Applications due in July  
o Round 2 Proposals due end of September Applications due in November 

• Requires Letter of Intent, Site Visit and Application 

• Requires Certified Administrator 

• Follow Federal Procurement Procedures. 

• Requires Certified Professional Engineers to complete report   

• Requires income eligibility  

• Typically takes 18 months from Application to end of Report 
 

The Town of Crane would be eligible for the funding however it is not recommended seeking 

this funding at this time due to the amount of information already known about the system. 

Utilizing planning funding would also delay any grant/loan seeking delaying the proposed 

project.   

https://www.in.gov/ocra/cdbg/planning-

grants/#:~:text=The%20following%20maximum%20grant%20awards,%2C%20wastewater%2C

%20and%20stormwater).  

 

Option 3/Indiana Finance Authority State Revolving Loan Fund – The Indiana Finance Authority 

State Revolving Fund (SRF) Loan Programs provide low-interest loans to Indiana communities 

for projects that improve wastewater and drinking water infrastructure. The Program's mission is 

to provide eligible entities with the lowest interest rates possible on the financing of such 

projects while protecting public health and the environment. SRF works to buy rates down to a 

reasonable rate for the users. Typically, they will try to buy rates down to $65 if grant funding is 

available in their program. SRF maintains a list of priority communities and you must make an 

application to be added to the list. SRF will give priority to communities that voluntarily submit 

PERS on or before April, by providing additional points on its priority project list. 

The aspects of the Grant are as follows: 

• Maximum grant award varies (dependent on need, available grant, and rates) 

• Local Match Component is required and SRF will provide the Loan. Percentage of Local 
match varies.  

• Offered all year long dependent on funding 

• Requires Application 

• Loan rates are below market rate. Approximate rates are between 2.5% to 3% 

• Loan terms are 20 years 

• Requires Labor Standards 

• Follow Davis Bacon Rules for construction contracting. 

• Requires State Environmental Review  

• May require Income Survey 

• Requires a Preliminary Engineering Report formatted for SRF projects 

• 18 months from Application to end of Construction 

• Typically, SRF will not fund laterals, but American Recovery Plan Act funding has been 
allowed for lateral projects and SRF has been open to lateral work on a case-by-case 
basis.  

• SRF has access to both State and Federal dollars including ARPA funds. 

• The proposed project must be consistent with the uses of the Supplemental Drinking 
Water and Wastewater Assistance Fund as set forth in IC 5-1.2-11-6 

https://www.in.gov/ocra/cdbg/planning-grants/#:~:text=The%20following%20maximum%20grant%20awards,%2C%20wastewater%2C%20and%20stormwater
https://www.in.gov/ocra/cdbg/planning-grants/#:~:text=The%20following%20maximum%20grant%20awards,%2C%20wastewater%2C%20and%20stormwater
https://www.in.gov/ocra/cdbg/planning-grants/#:~:text=The%20following%20maximum%20grant%20awards,%2C%20wastewater%2C%20and%20stormwater
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• Preference may be given to less populated and/or lower income areas. 
 

The SRF program would be an option for the Town of Crane. The Town would need to compile 

current project information into an SRF Preliminary Engineering Report. This is different than 

other Preliminary Engineering formats. It would be advisable for the Town to discuss the 

aspects of the project with SRF to make sure the lateral project could be included. If laterals are 

or are not allowed, SRF would most likely work to pair its grant and loan dollars with the OCRA 

CDBG Construction grant. Grant rates cannot be determined without an application, but it would 

be anticipated that the Town would need to change its rate structure to a minimum fee of $65 

which would be a 30-dollar rate increase and require approximately $330,000 in loan funds to 

be repaid through the loan. This would require a $700,000 grant from OCRA, $980,450 grant 

from SRF and $330,000 loan from SRF to make the project work. SRF may require GCRSD to 

assume the loan and make the application since they will assume management and ownership 

of the Town of Crane’s wastewater collection system. The rate would be added to GCRSD bill 

for the loan region to cover the remaining loan.   

https://www.in.gov/ifa/srf/  

 

  

https://www.in.gov/ifa/srf/
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Federal Resources 
Option 1/United States Department of Agriculture Rural Development Water and Waste 

Disposal Loan and Grant – 

The USDA Rural Development Water and Waste Disposal Loan and Grant program helps very 

small, financially distressed rural communities extend and improve water and waste treatment 

facilities that serve local households and businesses. The program works to put into place good 

management practices that help to save tax dollars, improve the natural environment, and help 

manufacturers and businesses to locate or expand operations. The Program's mission is to 

provide eligible entities with the lowest fixed interest rates possible on the financing of such 

projects while protecting public health and the environment. SRF works to buy rates down to a 

reasonable rate for the users. Typically, they will try to buy rates down to $65 if grant funding is 

available in its program.  

The aspects of the Grant/Loan are as follows: 

• Maximum grant award varies (dependent on need, available grant, and rates) 

• Local Match Component is required and USDA will provide the Loan. Percentage of 
Local match varies.  

• Offered all year long dependent on funding 

• Requires Application 

• Loan rates are below market rate 2.5 - 3% 

• Loan terms are 40 years 

• Requires Labor Standards 

• Follow Davis Bacon Rules for construction contracting. 

• Requires Federal Environmental Review  

• May require Income Survey 

• Requires a Preliminary Engineering Report formatted for USDA projects 

• Typically takes 18 months from Application to end of Construction 

• SRF will not fund laterals but in special circumstances will fund. Typically for extremely 
rural or economically depressed communities.   

• The proposed project must be consistent with the uses of the Supplemental Drinking 
Water and Wastewater Assistance Fund as set forth in IC 5-1.2-11-6 

• Preference may be given to less populated and/or lower income areas. 
 

USDA Representatives attended the 6/21/22 meeting of the Steering Committee. Through 

discussions at the meeting USDA promoted its program as an option for the Town of Crane but 

felt the project would be more competitive if additional projects in the region were bundled 

together. Specifically, the GCRSD is looking to expand services in the WestGate@Crane 

Technology Park and in Northeastern Greene County for new housing developments resulting 

in over 350 new housing units. This bundling of projects would allow for one loan to be created 

for GCRSD but would require additional partners, plans and private developers becoming 

involved to make viable. The Steering Committee saw merit in the plan from USDA but also felt 

like the complexity of combining three projects into one bundle made the likelihood of the project 

moving forward decrease. USDA agreed with the assessment of the Steering Committee and 

agreed to remain engaged until a final solution was developed.  

 

If USDA was selected as the best option grant rates would be determined after an application 

was submitted. It would be anticipated that the Town would need to change its rate structure to 
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a minimum fee of $65 which would be a $30 rate increase and require approximately $330,000 

in loan funds to be repaid through the loan. This would require $700,000 grant from OCRA, 

$980,450 grant from USDA and $330,000 loan from USDA to make the project work. USDA 

may require GCRSD to assume the loan and make the application since they will assume 

management and ownership of the Town of Crane’s wastewater collection system. The rate 

would be added to GCRSD bill for the loan region to cover the remaining loan.   

https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/water-environmental-programs/water-waste-

disposal-loan-grant-program  

 

Option 2 Office of Local Defense Community Cooperation (OLDCC) Military Installation 

Sustainability 

The Military Installation Sustainability program is designed to provide technical and financial 

assistance to states and local governments to analyze and implement actions necessary to 

foster, protect, and enhance military installation sustainability. The program alleviates and 

prevents incompatible development and/or other man-made or natural installation resiliency 

activities likely to impair the continued operational utility of a Department of Defense installation, 

range, special use air space, military operations area, or military training route. The program 

enables states and local governments to assist installations to optimize its mission and sustain 

its installation and enhances the long-term readiness and military value of the power projection 

platform. With the Town of Crane on NSA Crane’s wastewater system, NSA Crane is hindered 

from growth because of the uncertainty of the users outside the Installations boundaries.  

The aspects of the Grant are as follows: 

• State, County, Municipality or other political subdivision of the State will need to apply 

• OLDCC will need to determine if there is a current, future, or potential threat to military 
installation resilience.  

• Cost sharing is required.  A minimum of ten percent (10%) of the project’s total proposed 
funding is to be comprised of non-Federal sources 

• Either NSA Crane or Town of Crane will need to nominate the project with the OLDCC 
Military Installation Sustainability Program to become eligible.  

• Maximum grant award varies  

• Proposals are considered on a continuous basis subject to available appropriations 

• Requires Application 

• Projects are for technical support only – no construction 

• Requires Federal Environmental Review -NEPA 

• May require Income Survey 

• Requires a third-party cost estimate 

• Typically takes 18 months from Application to end of Construction 

• Grant awards are subject to 2 C.F.R. part 200, ‘‘Uniform Administrative Requirements, 
Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards.” 

• Construction  

• 2022 the program had the potential to expend funds on 12 million worth of awards  

• ARPA funds cannot be used as local match 

• CDBG funds if passed through the State can be used as local match. 

 

https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/water-environmental-programs/water-waste-disposal-loan-grant-program
https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/water-environmental-programs/water-waste-disposal-loan-grant-program
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The Town of Crane would be eligible for the program and may be necessary if funding agencies 

believe additional engineering or evaluations need to be completed to receive federal or state 

construction funding. Program would be beneficial to use for completing the final design.  

 

OLDCC Contact 

Margit Myers 

Program Activity Lead - Installation Resilience 

(703) 901-7622 

margit.a.myers.civ@mail.mil 

https://oldcc.gov/our-programs/military-installation-sustainability  

Option 3 Office of Local Defense Community Cooperation (OLDCC) Community Infrastructure 

Pilot-  

The Defense Community Infrastructure Pilot (DCIP) Program is designed to address 

deficiencies in community infrastructure, supportive of a military installation, in order to enhance 

military value, installation resilience, and military family quality of life. DCIP is authorized under 

Public Law 115-232 Section 2861. The program authorizes the Secretary of Defense to make 

grants, conclude cooperative agreements, and supplement funds available under other Federal 

programs in support of the program. 

The aspects of the Grant are as follows: 

State, County, Municipality or other political subdivision of the State will need to apply 

• OLDCC will need to determine if there is a current, future or potential threat to military 
installation resilience.  

• 30% Matching share is required, with some exceptions for rural communities. Town of 
Crane would be exempt from matching requirement.  

• Construction and inspection are allowed in the program 

• Can fund construction only. Soft planning costs are only allowable as matching funds. 

• Design permit and NEPA are paid for by the community.  

• Must be supported by the adjoining military installation.  

• Maximum grant award varies but projects can range between 2 and 20 million.  

• Proposals are considered on a continuous basis subject to available appropriations 

• Requires Application 

• Requires Federal Environmental Review - NEPA. Request for the Military installation to 
provide technical review of the NEPA. 

• Requires a third-party cost estimate. 

• Projects must break ground within 1 year and be completed within 5 years.  

• American Recovery Plan Act Funding can be used as Local Match 

• Grant awards are subject to 2 C.F.R. part 200, ‘‘Uniform Administrative Requirements, 
Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards.” 

• 2022 the DCIP program had the potential to expend funds on 90M worth of awards  

• Endorsement from commanding officer.  
 

The Town of Crane would be eligible for the program. The program allows for larger grants than 

other programs and allows for lateral work to be completed. Since the program does not allow 

for soft costs, there may be a need for the Town to pay outright for the Final Design and to 

develop the bid packet. Even with paying for soft costs, the fiscal ask for the community would 

be less than other discussed programs local match requirement. This approach would be a 

tel:7039017622
mailto:margit.a.myers.civ@mail.mil
https://oldcc.gov/our-programs/military-installation-sustainability
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cost-effective way to move forward with the proposed project and allow for both the lift station 

and the lateral project to be completed at the same time making the transition to a new 

treatment plant more efficient. The Town would need to raise rates to cover the cost of final 

design, which would increase rates by approximately $3, keeping the Town in an affordable rate 

structure.  

 
OLDCC Contact 

Adam Wright 

Program Activity Lead - Defense Community Infrastructure Pilot Program 

(703) 697-2088 

adam.g.wright8.civ@mail.mil 

https://oldcc.gov/defense-community-infrastructure-program-dcip  

 

  

tel:7036972088
mailto:adam.g.wright8.civ@mail.mil
https://oldcc.gov/defense-community-infrastructure-program-dcip
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Review of Resourcing Options 

The Steering Committee reviewed the resourcing agencies and developed a matrix to better 

understand determine discern the best options moving forward. The resourcing matrix is below 

and is based on the following questions? 

1. Low-cost option for the Town of Crane residents with the goal of keeping the rates 
per 4,000 gallons under $60. 

2. Removes the administrative burden from the Town of Crane. 
3. Removes the maintenance burden from the Town of Crane. 
4. Removes the inflow and infiltration from the Town of Crane’s Collection system. 
5. Replaces all the Laterals in the Town of Crane. 
6. Allows removal of the Town of Crane from NSA Crane's Wastewater Treatment 

System. 
7. Can be implemented in the next 12 months. 
8. Can be completed in the next 36 months. 
9. Allowable for construction? 
10. Is the project competitive for the funding source?  

 

 

 

Synopsis of Construction Funding 
Not Feasible Funding 

Bonding – The Town of Crane does not have the bonding capacity to bond for the entire 

project or even one component of the project. The Town would be eligible to bond for 2% of its 

net assessed value which would total a bond capacity of $23,642. Any bond would have to be 

tied directly to rates but without bond capacity the Town would be a difficult candidate for 

Bonding. GCRSD could bond for the project but would require significant rate increases to the 

Town of Crane. In this instance the Town would not switch to the GCRSD and would stay with 

the NSA Crane.  

 

USDA Rural Development – USDA is a viable option if the Town of Crane project is tied to 

other projects that are currently in the early development stages. As a stand alone project the 

Town is not a competitive project for the funding and would not be able to cover the local match 

portion of the project.   

Local Funding

Decision Components

Bonding

US 

Rural 

Water 

Radius 

RLF

OCRA SRF

USDA 

RD

OLDCC 

Military 

Installation 

Sustainability 

Planning

OLDCC 

Defense 

Community 

Infrastructure 

Pilot

Low cost option for the Town of Crane residents with the goal 

of keeping the rates per 4,000 gallons under $60. no no no no no no no yes

Removes the administrative burden from the Town of Crane. yes yes yes yes yes yes no yes

Removes the maintenance burden from the Town of Crane. yes yes yes yes yes yes no yes

Removes the inflow and infiltration from the Town of Crane’s 

Collection system. yes no no no no no no yes

Replaces all of the Laterals in the Town of Crane. yes yes yes no no no no yes

Constructs the Lift Station. yes yes yes yes possibly yes no yes

Allows removal of the Town of Crane from NSA Crane's 

Wastewater Treatment System. yes yes yes yes yes yes no yes

Can be implemented in the next 12 months. yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Allowable for construction yes yes yes yes yes yes no yes

Is the construction project competitive for the funding source? yes yes yes

yes -Lift 

station 

only

yes -Lift 

station 

only

yes -Lift 

station 

only no yes

Organizational Funding State Funding Federal Funding
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Feasible - Requires Pairing with Other Sources 

US Rural Water – The Town of Crane could receive a maximum loan of $200,000 from the US 

Rural Water. GCRSD could also receive a maximum loan of $200,000 from US Rural Water. 

This funding source could be used as a local match for other programs. By borrowing $200,000 

from this source the rates would increase by $19 dollars. This would push rates above $60 and 

would result in the Town not switching to the GCRSD and would stay with the NSA Crane. 

 

Radius Revolving Loan Fund – The Town of Crane could receive a maximum loan of 

$250,000 from the Radius RLF. GCRSD could also receive a maximum loan of $250,000 from 

Radius RLF. This funding source could be used as a local match for other programs. By 

borrowing $250,000 from this source the rates would increase by $23 dollars. This would push 

rates above $60 and would result in the Town not switching to the GCRSD and would stay with 

NSA Crane. 

 

Office of Community and Rural Affairs – The Town of Crane would be eligible for $700,000 

in OCRA grant funding but only for the lift station. The Town would most likely need to raise 

$276,000 in local funds as well as take out a loan for the project but only after the laterals were 

complete. This makes OCRA a good long-term option if a grant source of funding is available for 

the lateral improvements. The OCRA grant would more than likely require a rate increase of $26 

to the Town. GCRSD would also be eligible for applying for this grant. Without additional local 

sources of funding lowering the rate increase the Town of Crane would not switch over to the 

GCRSD and would stay on the NSA Crane.  

 

State Revolving Loan Fund – The Town of Crane would be eligible for SRF funding. SRF 

would need to be engaged to determine if they would fund the lateral project. Without a PER 

SRF will only commit to the possibility of funding the lift station. SRF would ask to pair its 

loan/grant with OCRA funding grant funding. The Town of Crane would need to change its rate 

structure to a minimum fee of $65 which would be a 30-dollar rate increase and require 

approximately $330,000 in loan funds to be repaid. This would require a $700,000 grant from 

OCRA, $980,450 grant from SRF and $330,000 loan from SRF to make the project work. This is 

the best conventional funding available. If there were no other options, this would be the best 

source of funding for the Town of Crane. SRF should be engaged to remain a viable option for 

the Town if other funding is not available.  

 

Feasible – Does Not Require Pairing with Other Sources 

Option 3 Office of Local Defense Community Cooperation (OLDCC) Community Infrastructure 

Pilot- 

The Town of Crane would be eligible for the program. The program allows for all construction 

costs to be covered by the grant. The Town would need to restructure its rates above $50 

dollars for all tiers to cover the costs on soft costs for the project. Even with paying for soft costs 

the fiscal ask for the community would be less than other discussed programs local match 

requirement and would be a cost-effective way to move forward with the proposed project and 

allow for both the lift station and the lateral project to be completed at the same time making the 

transition to a new treatment plant more efficient.  
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Conclusions and Plan 
Recommendations 

The following are the plan recommendations as developed by the Steering Committee and have 

been submitted to the Town of Crane, NSA Crane, Greene County Regional Sewer District, 

Martin County Commissioners and Greene County Commissioners for approval. The final 

conclusions and recommendations are subject to funding and policy changes within the funding 

organizations but represent the most accurate and feasible path forward for all involved based 

on the following conclusions. 

 

Conclusions 
Through the meeting of the Steering Committee the issues were identified for the Town of 

Crane, NSA Crane, and the Greene County Regional Sewer District to determine if there was a 

possibility of moving the Town of Crane’s wastewater treatment to the GCRSD, releasing NSA 

Crane from the obligation of treating the Town of Crane’s wastewater. Many components were 

reviewed including treatment capacities, timeframes, needed upgrades, cost of upgrades, future 

growth, management system preferences, NSA future mission needs, and community impacts.  

The Steering Committee faced many questions about moving forward. The following questions 

and answers help summarize and lead to the recommendations of the Steering Committee: 

 

Does the GCRSD have enough capacity to treat the Town of Crane’s wastewater? At 

current capacity no, but with improvements to the laterals on the Town of Crane the 

GCRSD will have sufficient capacity to treat the wastewater.  

 

Should the Town of Crane remain on NSA Cranes wastewater system? No, the current 

issue with I&I will return for the Town of Crane if a proper maintenance team/plan is not 

utilized. The issues will grow over time as the town sees the impact of climate change 

and lack of maintenance strategy. The Town of Crane does not have the population or 

available budget to support a proper maintenance system. GCRSD has that system in 

place and will assure proper maintenance of the system in the future. In addition, 

removing the only outside user on NSA Crane’s system will allow for the entirety of the 

wastewater capacity to be put toward current and future missions of NSA Crane and it's 

tenants.   

 

Can the Town of Crane move away from the NSA Crane wastewater system? Yes. The 

process will be complicated and require coordination and assistance from granting 

agencies and local match assistance, but the Town of Crane can move to the GCRSD 

by completing the outlined lateral and lift station project.   
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Can the Regional entities agree on a path moving forward? Yes. Through the study the 

Steering Committee has used logic, rationale, and diplomacy to navigate the history, 

future and current preferences of all affected. A proposed plan will be outlined in the 

recommendations. 

 

Will the proposed path moving forward be a benefit to the community and region? Yes. 

The cheap building practices when the system was created have led to management, 

maintenance and operation struggles for the Town of Crane. The Town has had to face 

limited budgets, dwindling population and an aging system that was not constructed for 

non-military operations. Addressing the inadequacies in the current system and pairing 

them with proper operation and maintenance will make the region not only viable for the 

future but allow for the potential of growth and expansion of the region's population and 

workforce.  

 

What is the timeframe for moving the wastewater treatment to the GCRSD? The 

timeframe is determined by the granting agencies. The goal is to gather local funding for 

the match and apply for assistance starting in 2023. If awarded, then the construction 

will begin in 2024 and result in the Town of Crane’s collection system to be integrated 

into the GCRSD in 2025 when construction is completed.  

 

The Primary Plan (Best Option) - OLDCC Community 

Infrastructure Pilot  
The Primary Plan has the least number of barriers, the least level of complexity, the most 

affordable to residents, and can be implemented in a more expeditious timeframe.  

 

The following outlines the steps necessary to complete a successful infrastructure project and 

transfer of ownership from the Town of Crane to GCRSD.  

 

First 6 Months  

1. Town of Crane should engage with local funding sources for soft cost funding. 
Best possible sources. 

a. Martin County 
b. Martin County Alliance  
c. Martin County Foundation 
d. Martin County Redevelopment Commission 
e. Greene County Redevelopment Commission 

2. Town of Crane should alter the rate ordinance to remove the bottom two tiers to 
increase revenue to save for soft cost funding.  

3. Engage with OLDCC to determine Engineering procurement. If procurement is 
required, then engage with Southern Indiana Development Commission to assist 
the procurement process. GCRSD may be the entity required to procure.  

4. Engineer determine Permits and NEPA  
5. Start NEPA Process. Process will document environmental sensitivities with the 

proposed project. 
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6. Town of Crane will initiate site control to allow Right of Way entry for work to be 
completed.  

 

 

6 months to 12 months 

1. Finalize NEPA clearance and incorporate it into the construction process. 
2. Update Engineers Estimate 
3. Finalize Site Control 
4. Prepare Grant application and submit to OLDCC 
5. Receive Grant Agreement 

 

12 months to 36 

1. Prepare Final Construction Documents 
2. Advertise Construction in accordance with Federal Bidding Practices 
3. Receive General Contractor Bids 
4. Accept Bids and Finalize Contracts 
5. Start Construction (Construction should take 12 months depending on 

supply Chain issues). 
6. Inspect Construction 
7. Finalize Construction 
8. Test Construction 
9. Turn system over to Greene County Regional Sewer District 
10. Remove the Town of Crane from NSA Crane Wastewater Treatment 

System 
11. Grant Closeout and Monitoring 

 

The Backup Plan (Second Option) - State Revolving Loan/Office 

of Community and Rural Affairs Grant 
The Backup Plan will work to complete the proposed project but adds complexity to the 

Engineering, grant applications, site control, and timing due to two agencies (SRF and OCRA) 

needing to partner to fund the project. The Backup plan also hinges on SRF being willing to 

allow Lateral work. The Back Up Plan is not anticipated to be financially affordable to the 

residents, but the affordability will be determined on the amount of available grant funds from 

SRF and OCRA.  

 

The following outlines the steps necessary to complete a successful infrastructure project and 

transfer of ownership from the Town of Crane to GCRSD.  

 

First 6 Months  

1. Town of Crane will engage with local funding sources for local match funding. 
Best possible sources. 

a. Martin County 
b. Martin County Alliance  
c. Martin County Foundation 
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2. Town of Crane alter rate ordinance to remove the bottom two tiers to increase 
revenue to save for local match funding. Engage with Rate Accountant to 
determine a new rate once the loan is secured. 

3. Procure engineering for SRF Preliminary Engineering Report.   
4. Engineer determine Permits and NEPA  
5. Start SRF NEPA Process and OCRA Environmental Review Process. Process 

will document environmental sensitivities with the proposed project. 
6. Town of Crane will initiate site control following Uniform Relocation Act 

procedures to allow for temporary easement development.  
7. Engineer develops temporary easement descriptions for site control. 

 

6 months to 18 months 

1. Finalize SRF and OCRA NEPA clearance and incorporate it into the construction 
process. 

2. Finalize Site Control. Receive easements for each user on the system.  
3. Conduct two federally advertised public hearings 
4. Prepare Grant application and submit to SRF 
5. Receive Loan and Grant Agreement from SRF 
6. Apply to OCRA for Lift Station Grant 

 

18 months to 42 months 

1. Receive OCRA Grant Agreement 
2. Prepare Final Construction Documents 
3. Advertise Construction in accordance with Federal Bidding Practices 
4. Receive General Contractor Bids 
5. Accept Bids and Finalize Contracts 
6. Increase Rates for Town of Crane (Rates will be over $65) 
7. Receiver Release of Funds from SRF and OCRA 
8. Start Construction (Construction should take 12 months depending on supply 

Chain issues). 
9. Inspect Construction 
10. Finalize Construction 
11. Test Construction 
12. Turn system over to Greene County Regional Sewer District 
13. Remove the Town of Crane from NSA Crane Wastewater Treatment System 
14. Grant Closeout and Monitoring 
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Outreach Plan  

The Wastewater Feasibility Study was developed with the intent of bringing three entities (NSA 

Crane, Town of Crane and Greene County Regional Sewer District) together to agree with the 

Conclusions and Plan Recommendations and to establish a positive relationship to assure 

future cooperation in the execution of the Study. The draft study was completed in September of 

2022 and disseminated to the steering committee for review. Comments were collected and a 

final meeting was held on October 11, 2022 to discuss additional changes and receive final 

consensus before asking the entities to memorialize the findings of the study and ask for 

additional cooperation in the execution of the plan. Each entity is asked to sign a Memorandum 

of Understanding which formally adopted the plan and help set expectations for future 

cooperation.  

 

Plan Adoption Dates 
NSA Crane     Anticipated November, 2022     

Town of Crane     Anticipated November, 2022 

Greene County Regional Sewer District  Anticipated November, 2022 
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Appendix 

Town of Crane Utility Map 

Town of Crane Budget Information 

Lift Station Engineer Estimates 

Laterals Engineer Estimates 

Rate Calculation Sheets 

2015 Income Survey 

Town of Crane Wastewater Ordinance 

GCRSD Ordinance 

Letter from GCRSD to Crane 

Draft Memorandum of Understanding 

Meeting Materials  

Original Plat for Town of Crane 
  

 
 






































































































































